This study aims to develop a PMP estimation method in a basin-scale by considering both temporal and spatial characteristics and to compare the existing PMP estimation method with the developed method in this study. Since the movement of heavy rainfall is predictable like typhoons, DAD analysis method is usually utilized to storm centered DAD method and fixed areal DAD method. However, utilizing DAD in bigger basin area or longer rainfall duration induces more errors in estimation of average areal rainfall and thus reducing the accuracy of the results. Therefore, new DAD analysis method is necessary to improve the accuracy. In this study, by utilizing the new DAD analysis method, PMP was estimated through the processes of: firstly, converting point rainfall data to distributed areal rainfall data; secondly, a Grid-based rainfall search method was developed through the utilization of Average Point-tracking; and lastly, the PMP was calculated by considering moisture maximization. PMP estimation from using the new method was compared with the existing PMP as well as the areal maximum probable precipitation. As a result, even though the new estimate is lower than the exiting PMP, it was larger than the areal maximum probable precipitation (200-Year 48-Hour Areal Rainfall Frequency). Therefore, the estimated PMP can be utilized for the flood estimation.
Keywords: Basin-scale PMP Estimation, Grid-based DAD analysis method, Yongdam-dam Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP) is defined that theoretically the greatest depth of precipitation for a given duration that is physically possible over a given size storm area at a particular geographical location at a certain time of the year (Hansen et al., 1982) . The existing PMP estimation method is analyzed using the data of all rainfall observatory in the heavy rainfall. When rainfall Depth-Area-Duration (DAD) relationship is created using the storm centered method, spatial target has been the entire range of heavy rainfall. In case of relatively long duration heavy rainfall, the range of heavy rainfall is largely possible to include South Korea throughout and coastline may be the end of isohyets analysis. So, there is a big difference between PMP estimation using the all data of heavy rainfall range with PMP estimation based on only one basin data. Therefore, if hydraulic structure is designed in not frequented weather accident area, it is apprehended that hydraulic structure excessively estimated. There are also considered data and estimation procedure is complicated. Currently PMP is mostly applied for designs of large-scale hydraulic structures such as dam by using the national PMP map by Ministry of Construction and Transportation (2000, 2004) rather than personally estimation PMP and estimating PMP using the local data of the study area is a rare practice. Therefore, in order to avoid over-estimation, PMP estimation based on targeted basin data must be examined thoroughly.
Methodology
Both the new PMP estimation method and the existing PMP estimation method are based on the hydrometeorological approach. The new PMP estimation procedure is shown in Figure 1 . 
Inverse Distance Weight(IDW)
An improvement on naively equal weight to all samples is to give more weight to the closet samples and less to those that are farthest away. One obvious way to do this is to make the weight for each sample inversely proportional to its distance from the point being estimated.
Grid Based DAD Analysis
In this study, methods which can consider more accurate actual temporal and spatial distribution of rainfall are programmed to search the maximum areal rainfall in segmented areas in more detail. A grid based approach using hourly rainfall data called "Average Point-tracking (APT)" are introduced. The method considers the temporal and spatial distribution only, but not considered multimodal distribution of rainfall field.
Average Point-tracking (APT)
APT is proposed to search the maximum areal average rainfall (MAAR). This method includes a 3-dimensional tracking method by considering a grid containing the study area. APT searching procedure is explained as follows.
Firstly, average of each sub-duration is calculated. And grid-cells which are over than average rainfall are searched respectively in sub-durations. The cells which found over than average rainfall are compared with 8 grid-cells adjoining them, and are filtered when the variance of the rainfalls calculated at the selected cells with the 8 grid-cells adjoining them is not less than 0. Next, the distance between the filtered cells is calculated. The other cells are filtered when the distance between the filtered cells is less than 5. The remaining cells are arranged as descending order by the value of the rainfall at each cell. And the 3 grid-cells with the biggest rainfall at the top are selected. Finally, pointtracking method is simultaneously conducted from the selected 3 grid-cells. The largest value of rainfall values estimated from the 3 grid-cells is selected whenever the area increases. All of the processes are repeated for other durations to obtain a series of DAD relations (Shin, 2013 ).
2.4.
Heavy rainfall Maximization rate consists of moisture maximization rate and transposition rate. Transposition means relocating the rainfall isohyetal patterns from a region of homogeneous terrain and meteorological features to the study area. However, transposition rate is not considered in this study because the heavy rainfall region is assumed to be the same with the transposition region.
Study Area and Data
In this study, target area is selected on Yongdam-dam basin of South Korea. Rainfall data were collected at 20 rainfall observatory of internal-external Yongdam-dam basin. The catchment area of Yongdam-dam is shown in Figure 2 . 
Selected Rainfall Events
Two types of rainfall events were selected for the analysis which are 'heavy rainfall advisory' and 'warning for heavy rain'. The details of each selected rainfall events are depicted in Table 1 . (heavy rain advisory: more than 70 mm during 6 hour and more than 110 mm during 12 hour, warning for heavy rain: more than 110 mm during 6 hour and more than 180mm during 12 hour). 
Moisture Maximization
The moisture maximization rates were estimated by dividing the perceptible water for maximum persisting 12-hour dew point for the year to the perceptible water for representative persisting 12-hour dew points. The moisture maximization rates are shown in Table 2 . 
Results

DAD Estimation in Yongdam-dam Basin
Each of point rainfall data is converted to areal rainfall data by IDW. DAD curves were plotted using the maximum rainfall values obtained from Average Point-tracking (APT). 24-Hour DAD was estimated at 213 mm, 48-Hour DAD was estimated at 262 mm. DAD values are shown in Figure 3 and Table 3 . 
PMP-DAD Estimation in Yongdam-dam Basin
After multiplying heavy rainfall maximization rate at DAD values, PMP-DAD were estimated for each of area and duration. 24-Hour PMP-DAD was estimated at 283 mm, 48-Hour PMP-DAD was estimated at 368 mm. PMP-DAD values are shown in Figure 4 , and Table 4 . 
Comparison Analysis of PMP estimation results in Yongdam-dam Basin
PMP using the new estimation method was compared with the existing PMP as well as the areal maximum probable precipitation. As a result, even though the new estimate is lower than the existing PMP, it was larger than the areal maximum probable precipitation (200-Year 48-Hour Areal Rainfall Frequency). 
Conclusion
PMP estimated in this study was compared with the existing PMP and the areal maximum probable precipitation. As a result, new estimated PMP is lower than the existing PMP. For this reason, heavy rainfall events that occurred in only Yongdam-dam basin are selected to the new PMP estimation method. While, heavy rainfall events that occurred in South Korea throughout and rainfall observatory in heavy rainfall range are selected to existing PMP estimation method.
However, estimation of PMP using the approach proposed in this study has to be reviewed for its applicability in other basins by considering more heavy rainfall events such as RUSA event in 2002 and using other rainfall distribution method. Over estimation in design flood is expected to be reduced as the proposed PMP estimation in this study is applied.
